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Upcoming Events
When.

What and Where.

Who is organising.

20th‐21st June 2014:

QRC Round 2: Day 1 of International Rally of Queensland **Pace noted** (BSCC)

22nd June 2014:

QRC Round 3: Day 2 of International Rally of Queensland **Pace noted** (BSCC)

4th July 2014:

Club Night.

(BSCC)

2nd‐3rd August 2014:

QRC Round 4: Border Ranges Rally **Pace noted**

(GCTMC)

10th August 2014:

Sunday Navigation Event; Organised by Laurie Garth.

(BSCC)

15th August 2014:

Club Night (Proposed).

(BSCC)

31st August 2014:

QRC Round 5: Wowan Rally **Blind Event**

(CQMSC)

4th October 2014:

Multi Club Short Course Event at Jimna. **Pace noted** (BSCC)

17th‐19th October 2014:

TJM Lockyer 300. Off Road Event. Mulgowie, Lockyer Valley (BSCC)

8th November 2014:

QRC Round 6: Kenilworth Rally **Blind Event**

(BSCC)

Congratulations to the Annual Club Award Recipients
2013 - Rally Champion - Glen Weston
2013 - Ladies Champion - Laverne Lasijczuk
2013 - Officials Champion - David Martin
2013 - Achievement Award - Dominic Corkeron
Greg Sewell

2013 - Club Champion - Malcolm Bartolo
2013 - Sportsmans Award - Peter Flynn
2013 - Club Award - Greg Sewell
2013 - Off Road Champion - Tait Svenson
2013 - Junior Champion - Ryan Preston

Ryan Preston
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President’s AGM Report for Brisbane Sporting Car Club Members.
Welcome everyone.
Following is a précis of the 2013 year of the club, and albeit not in detail will give you an idea of the
business undertaken by the Board. The AGM for the 2013 year is now upon us and simultaneously the
club starts another chapter in its history. The club has been in operation since 1953 and is a proud
club, and likewise proud of its Résumé of Events that it has promoted since inception. The Board has
been attempting to reclaim some of those events which haven’t been promoted in the past for some
time, but the stumbling block has been securing Clerks of Courses to manage them. This year the Board
has been striving to increase income and decrease the expenditure.
FINANCIAL.
The 2013 year has been difficult financially, and consequently restricting the Board in finalising some
of the tasks on its agenda, with the lack of money, being the factor in getting them finalised, and
starting the 2013 year below par, still owing remuneration to Messes Bailey, Everitt and Woodward of
$17,532 from the 2012 year. Nevertheless, we have emerged from the 2013 year with a deficit of
$9,438 after starting the year with a surplus of $8,781 resulting in a downturn of profit totalling
approximately $18,000. Of the remunerations paid out in 2013 for the 2012 year, Mr. Paul Woodward
has kindly donated his remuneration back to the club which has been documented and recognised by
the Board, and was received at a period when funds were extremely lean. The Board thanks Paul
enormously for his kind gesture.
In 2011 we started with a Bank Loan Account of $50,000 after the sale of Montague Street and the
purchase of Banyo and to service our commitments.
By the end of March 2014 we have reduced the
amount down to $25,500 via monthly payments of $732.18 and through the generosity of some
Members and Life Members donating $12,000. The Board Members, extends their heartfelt thanks to
the donors that gifted their money to assist in the reduction of the loan. The remainder of the other
March 2014 Bank Balances are: Operation Account $6,392, Maximizer Account $8,025
However, at the end of the financial year in December 2013 the amounts were, Bank Loan Account
$26,963, Operation Account $683, the Maximizer Account $1.00, IROQ Account $3,513.
BUILDING VALUATION.
We have had an up to date valuation done on the Club Rooms, and at the end of December 2013
returned a value of $400,000. The valuation figure in January 2011 was $400,000 + Gst.
INCOME.
Income for the 2013 year was mainly received through the events promoted which in the majority all
made a profit, and were as follows:
Solvix Fun Run – February – Clerk of Course Jim Reddiex
Profit $1157.33
Anniversary Dinner – April ‐ Organisers were Errol Bailey and Del Garbett
Profit was $1,051.30
Merchandise sold:
Profit on Glasses $83.02
Profit on Wine $596.81
Night Run – May ‐ Clerk of Course Tony Kabel
Profit $289.42
QRC1 Gallangowan – June ‐ Clerk of Course Mr. Mick Verrall
Profit $11,740.46
IROQ – July ‐ Event Director Errol Bailey and Clerk of Course Brian Everitt.
Loss $16,312 with a further $4,600 pending.
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Night Run – August – Clerk of Course ‐ Ian Gorski
Profit $71.84
Hankook Drive – August – Laurie Garth
$216.56
TJM Pro Locker – Lockyer 300 – Clerk of Course ‐ Barry Neuendorff
Profit $17.765.34 However, with the Sponsor defaulting on a portion of the sponsorship’s money from
2012 plus some other associated costs which was due to the scaled down event caused by the rain.
This was written off in 2013 which reduced the profit to $13,645.
Gallangowan – Clerk of Course ‐ Mike Verrall
Profit $9206.46
Club Nights – 7 for the year – Activities organised by the Club.
Loss $75.35 / year.
Members Christmas Dinner, Organisers ‐ Board Members
After donations from the Board Members and Members, we are pleased to report we only had a deficit
of $171.94 less takings from the bar.
Bar profit for the year was $601.37 which equates to 59.78% on cost of sales.
The profitability of the events mainly lie with the Clerk of Course, however the Board requires an
Event Budget and Monthly Event Reports for perusal.
EXPENSES.
Expenses for the year had to be, and is still being reviewed and curtailed, mainly with overheads,
repair and maintenance and improvements.
This year the Board has introduced a Purchase
Order System for both the Club Expenditure as well as Event Expenditure to eradicate the unknown
promised expenditure on events that have sometimes occurred in the past.
The Board’s Instructions has also been to finalise and close the IROQ Bank Account, and integrate the
separate MYOB Chart of Accounts for IROQ into the Chart of Accounts for the Club. Each event will be
listed as a separate job and will produce its own Profit and Loss Account. We have also made the Chart
of Accounts, “Budget Friendly” for easier budgeting in forthcoming years.
With the closure of IROQ’s separate set of MYOB bookkeeping, we now will save the club
approximately $13,360 per year in accounting fees.
With the voluntary work from Margaret Mackay and Amanda Flynn in data entering and producing the
reports needed, we will save the club a further $19,366 in accounting fees totalling $32,726 for the
year.
This, unfortunately is a drain on our volunteer services but at present the club is not in a financial
position to pay for outside help.
2014.
The 2012 and 2013 years have mainly been taken up in stopping the financial ball spiralling
downwards into further Financial Deficits. Unfortunately some hard to make decisions have faced the
Board and I am pleased with the way they have performed and conducted themselves. The Board is
fixed on producing an above par performance, and will not entertain anything less, and look forward
to the day we are free of debt.
I am not aware of the club having a Forecasting Budget or a Simple Business Plan, but we can now plan
the road ahead, albeit, it will be a rough and tough one. These plans will take place shortly after the
AGM.
We predict that income for 2014 will not be easy, with decreasing event entries generally throughout
the country will affect us dramatically. We have to modify and come up with some smart thinking so
we can comply with the times. We have to apply pressure on CAMS to also move with the times such as
Paul Woodward has done with IROQ’s entry fee to attract more entries into the higher status category
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of the event. We are in competition with other car clubs and their events, and we have to climb to the
top of the tree and stay there. We have to produce an event our customers want, that is the name of the
game, and we have to read and listen to the market.
MEMBERSHIP
The backbone of the club is membership which is made up of three vertebras, one being competitors,
one being officials, and one being silent members.
We need to increase our membership, we need to make our Membership Package attractive. Without
members, especially active ones we struggle to manage our events and distribute the workload which
then falls on just a few.
Life in general is now so demanding on us that it becomes hard to slot in more work or activities. I am
sure there is a formula to combat all of this, but as of now I haven’t stumbled upon it.
CONSTITUTION.
We are now well underway in having the 1989 version of our constitution revised. The Board has
almost finished with its revision under the guidance of Patrick Hetherman, and our next step will be to
visit a Legal Firm to identify the holes and the short comings we have overlooked. The Board will
certainly comply with our present constitution rules in producing and ratifying the adoption of a new
version.
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
As mentioned previously our volunteer services has taken a hit and is stretched to the max. We are a
group of members that volunteer some of our time to the club, who are committed to guide it in the
right direction, to achieve promoting events that we all love to officiate or compete in. Some of us can
devote more time than others, and some are more experienced in some areas than others, but we all
work as a group, and the accumulation of us all together, gets the job done. It doesn’t matter what you
are proficient at, or if you aren’t proficient at anything in particular, please join us and be part of the
fellowship we enjoy.
RECOGNITION
Simon and Margot Knowles
The Board has recently taken possession of a new 60 inch smart television kindly donated by Simon
and Margot Knowles. This TV is connected to the Internet and used for meetings on Skype or Webex.
Before we can finally activate these systems efficiently we have to increase the speed of the internet
into the club. Quotations will soon be requested and will be dealt with shortly. The Board is
overwhelmed by the kindness and gratitude of Simon and Margot and we sincerely thank them.
Noelle Drummond.
Noelle has been a wonderful help to me over the past and it is disappointing that we cannot continue
using Noelle to do our daily MYOB data entries and Reports. The simple fact is, we cannot no longer
afford to pay out that amount of money. Noelle, I am sure I can say on behalf of the Board and the Club
Members we thank you for your services, your guidance and help.
Margaret Mackay.
Margaret I cannot think of saying this in any other way than, Thank You. You have been a wonderful
ambassador for the club and your tireless voluntary work never goes un‐noticed and is an inspiration
to all.
Amanda Flynn
Amanda, thank you for your time bestowed to Margaret and the Club with assisting us in setting up the
new Chart of Accounts. Again, your voluntary support has not gone un‐noticed and we thank you.
Errol Bailey
It would be remiss of me not to recognise Errol Bailey’s involvement in the Brisbane Sporting Car Club.
Errol has been and held an integral position with the Queensland Rally Championship, the Australian
Rally Championship and the International Rally of Queensland. Errol has over some 28 years,
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bestowed to the club numerous hours of his time and has been awarded and recognized for those
efforts. Errol has received a Silver Star from CAMS, and has been a BSCC Life Member and on the Board
for many years. The Board, along with the Club Members thank Errol for his effort and dedication to
the club in promoting the events mentioned above and to rallying in general, leaving a indelible mark
on the events he directed. The Board and Members extend to Errol, all the very best in the future.
OFFICIALS
How do we thank you all for the voluntary work and effort gifted by you every year to this Car Club.
We cannot say thank you enough, to even measure up to the slightest amount of the time you have
given us. Some of you are members of the club and some aren’t, however, I would love you all to be
members of the club, but yet, you all still put your hand up and take on jobs to make events happen.
What a wonderful bunch of people you are, and the Board cannot thank you enough.
THE BOARD
I have left this group of people to the very last, as they are the hardest to write something about. They
range from English and Punctuation Masters, to Jokers, to Flamboyant Flyer and Poster Producers,
Nigh Run Experts, Great Sausage Sizzle Chefs, Pedantic ex Government Workers, Clerks of Course for
Events and even a Rugby League Referee, well I can hear the comments now, He wouldn’t get anything
right. Well he does and he is a good man with IT and helped me enormously with my successful
proposal to TJM. However, I have to say, they are a wonderful Board and I cannot speak highly enough
of them, they are the best Board I have been associated with.
Guys, I salute you.
To finish off, I want to say a special thank you to Del Garbett who hasn’t re‐nominated for the Board
due to ill health. On behalf of the Board, the Club Members and Officials we thank you for the part you
have played in the Organisation of Events, being a Club Member, Life Member, Board Member and
generally your presence at the club either in supporting or helping.
Del, please get better we need you back.
Thank you,

Barry Neuendorff
President.
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A Club Night with a difference. Fund‐raising for a good cause
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Ross Cox and Terry O’Donnell go Rallying
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(FINAL) MEDIA RELEASE – (Friday) 2 May 2014

Rally Australia Promotes Senior Sporting Official
Experienced rally official Brian Everitt has been promoted to two senior sporting roles at Coates Hire
Rally Australia on the New South Wales Coffs Coast next September.
Mr Everitt will be Deputy Clerk of Course of the FIA World Rally Championship 10th round and Clerk of
Course of round five of the East Coast Bullbars Australian Rally Championship, to be run on 11-14
September.
Mr Everitt, from Brisbane, formerly was Rally Australia’s Chief Safety Officer and in recent years has
been Clerk of Course of the International Rally of Queensland, Australia’s round of the FIA Asia Pacific
Rally Championship.
Rally Australia Clerk of Course Adrian Stafford congratulated Mr Everitt on his appointment.
“Brian has a long and impressive history in rally management. His promotion to these roles adds some
younger blood to our team and will support our aim of delivering an even better Rally Australia in 2014,”
Mr Stafford said.
“Having Brian in the key role of Clerk of Course of the ECB ARC event will ensure we deliver more
personal attention to this vital aspect of Rally Australia.”
Brian Everitt said: “Having been around the Australian and Asia Pacific rally scene for many years I am
looking forward to learning more of the world rally scene and bringing back that knowledge to give our
valued Australian competitors the best possible experience. Attending the WRC event in Argentina this
year is another great opportunity to gather information.
“I’m confident that along with the rest of the organising team we will be offering all categories a fantastic
event in Coffs later this year. We already have some of the best rally roads in the world – and with our
new service park and SSS we have a truly world class event.”
(ends)
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For Sale








1969 Classic Rally Car Triumph MK1 2.5Pl
Log Booked
Purpose‐built – a very rare and exciting car for sale.
Extensive competition history recently recorded in Peter Collier’s book Triumphant Rallying.
On concessional rego, ready to rally for the new owner.
Full specification available for interested parties.
Price $20,000.

For more details, contact Brian Falloon on mobile: 0418 793806 or email:
falloon1@bigpond.com
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For Sale
Ford Escort MkII
 2L Pinto, Tighe 989 Cam, Scorcher Ignition, Twin Webbers, Bilstein Shocks, Pedal Box, Recon’
Terratrip, Terraphone,
 LSD Toyota Diff, Quick Shift, 4 wheel discs, new Clutch & Gearbox, steel Cage, CAMS Log Book, large
alloy bash plate,
 New twin fuel pumps, recently re‐sprayed, no rust.
 $13,750 NO Trades, NO Swaps, just $.

Contact; Ian Gough, Townsville, Queensland.
Mb; 0418 777 042 (txt only during wk hrs)
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Email; ig@gough.com.au

Festival of Elegance
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Swap Meet
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2014 KCF Jimna Revival – Jimna is back
On May 10, a field of 25 starters fronted TC0 to be ably waved off by the event sponsor, Keith
Fackrell from KCF Rallysport. This
marked the return of short course rallying
to the Jimna area after an absence of
several years. While we all know and love
Jimna there were a few changes to this
event that lead to the name “Jimna
Revival”. For starters as recently as
February this year, we did not have a
venue from which to stage the event. The
old Forestry Station which had been in use
for decades is not being maintained and
Keith greeted and waved off all 25 starters, then
climbed into the mighty Escort as Fast Sweep
HQPlantations policy is to not allow access
beyond formed roads.
Into the breach stepped Ross and Robyn
Davies who had purchased the old Jimna
School complex with a view of turning it into a
venue suitable for clubs and others to come,
camp and enjoy “at the end of the bitumen”.

Venue owner Ross Davies, with Clerk of Course
Peter Flynn and Keith Fackrell prior to the start

In a few short months, they put in a power of
work, painting, clearing, cleaning and cutting a
track specifically for the rally to allow access
between the camping area on the oval and the
lower area in the school grounds that was used
for re-group.

The other challenge to the event was finding suitable roads. The whole concept was to offer
quality roads in a tight format using pace notes, at a reasonable price. To serve as a lead-in to
IROQ in June for those who wanted it, or to just be a chance get out and do some rallying. The
quality roads bit was proving a challenge with the Jimna area not being that well maintained in
recent years. Then suddenly early this year, HQPlantations took an interest in the area and
opened up new sections of road to the East of Jimna in preparation for logging and also upgraded
some of the old favourite areas around the Ponderosa. The Eastern areas had not been used
since about 2007. So within seemingly a few short weeks we had some great places to play and a
base. Jimna was on! The final piece came together when Dominic Corkeron discussed the event
with Keith Fackrell of KCF Rallysport and he expressed the desire to be involved. Keith had been
a long term supporter until the ‘event left him’ a few years back, and so the KCF Jimna Revival was
born.
Reconnaissance kicked off at 8.30am with each crew allowed a maximum of 2 passes over 2
stages to formulate their pace notes. The roads were slippery in spots with some growth after
recent rains and warm weather. While they were doing that, the hard-working volunteer officials
made ready to close the stages for competition. The crews re-formed at Jimna for an 11.30
briefing and at 12.00 noon Keith waved off car 1 for the start of competition.
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There have been many reports on Facebook and also on www.ausmotophoto.com.au so I won’t
attempt to go into the full report on how the competition unfolded. There were some tight and
constant struggles all day long as
crews pushed themselves and their
cars harder with each pass, pulling
seconds back here and there, only to
have the competition fight back. A
very respectable number of spectators,
estimated at around 50 at its peak,
enjoyed the close and constant
competition from the spectator point
located in the quarry just above the
Ponderosa. We were fortunate to
have 2 separate viewing areas which
gave spectacular views over several
hundred meters of cars coming and
Tristan Carrigan on this way to an eventual outright win,
going
over some of the best flowing
proving what a natural talent he is.
roads the stage had to offer. From the
videos and sound effects going around, the crowd enjoyed the talented driving the crews
displayed.
All crews survived the first section to
return to service in Jimna and prepare for
the second run. As they headed out the
weather, which had been threatening all
week was holding, promising more
exciting competition. The schedule was
tight given the packed agenda of
reconnaissance and competition, and the
early sunset at this time of year. Timings
were set to ensure all crews got to
compete in reasonable light conditions.
This put the pressure on our band of
officials who responded magnificently to
keep the stages open and push the
Keith Fackrell running fast sweep in the Escort doing
course cars straight through behind last
what Escorts do best
car to re-open the stages for the next
rounds of competition. Many thanks to them all and especially to John Keen and the Farkeen
team, who were out having a shakedown themselves ahead of backing up for IROQ (along with
many other officials) in 5 weeks’ time.
The next 2 passes over the stages went to plan with only 1 car eventually succumbing to a clutch
problem, forcing their withdrawal. Times continued to come down as the crews grew more
committed to the pace notes and the roads were swept clean of vegetation and loose gravel.
Reports from the spectator point indicated that no one was going home early and they continued to
enjoy some spectacular rallying.
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Shaun and Annette Dragona in Car 15 heading into
the Ponderosa in the gathering dusk and dust

As evening started to close in, the final
stage commenced. 24 cars out of 25
starters made one last pass as the dusk
settled. The earlier breeze had died as well
and dust started to hang. Despite these
challenges, even faster times were set and
all 24 managed to bring it home for a finish
in Jimna. With the crews back in the
officials quickly and efficiently dismantled
the stages and everyone was back to Rally
HQ in time for the presentation at 6.30pm.
A light sprinkle of rain just on dark reminded
us how fortunate we had been with the
weather, and we were able to look back on a
really good day of rallying.

Thanks to Keith’s wife Cate, KCF had provided some very fine trophies in the form of engraved
glass tankards. Keith duly presented them to the first three places and winners in each category.
 Tristan and Andrew Carrigan, 1st outright and 1st in Front Wheel Drive
 Aaron Brown/David Bannister, 2nd outright and 1st in 4WD
 Stephen Tonna/Peter Graham, 3rd outright
 Dave Gaines/Nikki Doyle, 1st in Rear Wheel Drive
The final award was the ‘Spirit of the Rally’ award present by Geoff Ihle, the secretary of the Jimna
Sports Club and long-time forester. That went to Justin and Mark Northage who managed to, in
the space of 8 days and with some great help from Yorkie and the rally community, purchase
Yorkie’s old car, got all the approvals necessary and fronted the starter for their first ever rally. The
smiles on their faces reminded me of just what a buzz this sport can be. With the formalities over,
many drifted off back home. Due to some herculean efforts on behalf of Robyn Davies and the
volunteers of the Jimna Sports Club, enough food was found in the Jimna area to feed the larger
than expected crowds who had all brought their appetites with them. Thanks again to Ross, Robyn
and the volunteers without whom the event would have been the poorer.
After a suitable period of reflection and socialising, it was time to try out the other great feature of
the new Old Jimna School venue, the 1.5m
diameter fire pit. A by-product of the hard work
around the place was a large pile of top quality
hardwood waiting to stoke the fire. The Farkeen
resident pyromaniacs soon had it roaring, and a
great night was had by many discussing the
day’s events and life in general. They don’t call
a camp fire the bushman’s TV for nothing. It was
the perfect ending to one of those days that
remind us why we are so passionate about the sport.
Sunday morning involved a final pass over the stages to ensure they were clear. A magnificent job
had been done, they were. Pack up all the gear and back to the club. Unload the gear and finally
home Sunday afternoon to relax. An event like this does not run itself. It has been in planning for
months. I would like to thank my deputy, Matt Sossimenko, and our secretary Ian Gorski for
coming on board and sharing the load. Of course Margaret McKay who kept us in line and made
sure enough paperwork was done to ensure we could have some fun. Thank you so much.
Shaun Dragona was the course checker so thanks for his time and professionalism. The everPage 17 of 26

present Farkeen boys and girls for all they did on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Of course thanks
to Keith Fackrell of KCF Rallysport for sponsoring the event, and his lovely wife Cate for handing
out goodies and finding trophies. Thanks to Dave Martin and the Subaru Club volunteers who set
up Ponderosa on Friday and ran it on Saturday, and to Kevin Lefever for running the short stage.
I have missed many people, so my apologies but thanks to all the crews and their supporters,
those who came out to spectate and support the event. I hope they all join in a hearty thanks to
our team of officials who provided all the jobs from control officials to road blocks. I didn’t get a
count but there were many. Thanks also to Rohan from www.ausmotophoto.com.au for providing
the great action shots.

Peter Flynn
Clerk-of-Course
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The Reddiex Solve‐it Fun Run
After a very slow start the troops rallied to our call and we started
15 cars from Indooroopilly.
The event was obviously too easy as we ended with a tie in both
sections and had to use questions about the Moggill ferry to find
winners.
Congratulations to Chris Gabriel and Marcus Bark for beating Alan
and Leonie Clunes in the Observation section and to Amie
Kreidermann and Larisa Biggar in pipping Rod Sams and Tony Best
for honours in the Navigation section.
My apologies to navigation entrants who had trouble finding the
letter boxes at 328, it seems I got dyslexic as my original notes tell
me it was 238! Oops, sorry. Everybody seemed to cope well with
the road being
closed for the
Brookfield Show.
What a cheek
Chris Gabriel and Marcus Bark
having their show
on the same day as
our run!
Thanks to those who participated and if I do another
one I hope to see you all again.
Jim Reddiex.
Junior Burger Biggar & Larisa Biggar
with Amie Kreidermann
Reddiex Solve-it Fun Fun Results
Name
Chris Gabriel / Marcus Bark
Allan Clunes / Leonie Clunes
Tony Kabel / Robyn Kabel
John Coleman / Scott Coleman
Henk Kabel / Laura
Fred van Tuinen / Judy van Tuinen
David Martin / John McKenna
Barry Farrell / Margaret Rollings
Gary Mackay / Sharlene Dorrington
Amie Kriedemann/ Larisa Biggar
Tony Best / Rod Sams
Michael Galletly Stephanie Black
Sam Maloney / Joanne Gillespie
Shirley Maloney / Robert Harrison
Jeff Robertson

Observation
Total 37
36
36
35
35
35
35
35
35
34

Navigation
Total 24
Winner

22
22
20
19
19
12
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Winner
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A Joke or two
GRANDPARENTS' ANSWERING MACHINE MESSAGE:
Good morning . . . At present we are not at home, but please leave your message after you hear the beep.
beeeeeppp ....

If you are one of our children, dial 1 and then select the option from 1 to 5 in order of "birth date" so we
know who it is.
If you need us to stay with the children, press 2
If you want to borrow the car, press 3
If you want us to wash your clothes and do ironing, press 4
If you want the grandchildren to sleep here tonight, press 5
If you want us to pick up the kids at school, press 6
If you want us to prepare a meal for Sunday or have it delivered to your home, press 7
If you want to come and eat here, press 8
If you need money, press 9
If you are going to invite us to dinner or take us to the theatre; start talking......
we are listening!
WHAT IS A GRANDPARENT?
(Taken from papers written by a class of 8-year-olds)
Grandparents are a lady and a man who have no little children of their own. They like other people's.
A grandfather is a man, & a grandmother is a lady!
Grandparents don't have to do anything except be there when we come to see them…
They are so old they shouldn't play hard or run. It is good if they drive us to the shops and give us money.
When they take us for walks, they slow down past things like pretty leaves and caterpillars.
They show us and talk to us about the colours of the flowers and also why we shouldn't step on 'cracks.'
They don't say, 'Hurry up.'
Usually grandmothers are fat but not too fat to tie your shoes.
They wear glasses and funny underwear.
Grandparents don't have to be smart.
They have to answer questions like 'Why isn't God married?' and 'How come dogs chase cats?'
When they read to us, they don't skip. They don't mind if we ask for the same story over again.
Everybody should try to have a grandmother, especially if you don't have television because they are the
only grownups who like to spend time with us.
They know we should have a snack time before bed time, and they say prayers with us and kiss us even
when we've acted bad.
GRANDPA IS THE SMARTEST MAN ON EARTH! HE TEACHES ME GOOD THINGS, BUT I DON'T
GET TO SEE HIM ENOUGH TO GET AS SMART AS HIM!
It's funny when they bend over; you hear gas leaks, and they blame their dog.
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BSCC Sponsors
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Magazine Editor ...........................Jamie Macfarlane
Membership Officer ....................Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
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Welcome New Members

On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar ‐ Margaret Mackay
It is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new Members to our Club
4818
4819
4820
4821
4822
4823
4824
4825
4826

Emma Sticklen, Kurt, Hayley, Tayla, Jodyn (Family)
Kylie & Ryan Smart (Family)
Greg & Rhonda Burrows (Family)
Andrew Mutton
Margaret Rollings (Assoc’ ‐ Partner Barry Farrell)
Bob Irish
Kerry Husband
Mike Verrall
Nathan McGee

Position Vacant
The BSCC is still seeking to fill the position of Club Storeman
The position entails the checking in and out of Club equipment
Keeping store room tidy
Keeping records of Club Equipment
If you are interested in this position,
please contact Barry Neuendorff
0414 335 862
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